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Guyana, Suriname, and French Guiana are among the least-known places in South America: nine hundred
miles of muddy coastline giving way to a forest so dense that even today there are virtually no roads through
it; a string of rickety coastal towns situated between the mouths of the Orinoco and Amazon Rivers, where
living is so difficult that as many Guianese live abroad as in their homelands; an interior of watery, green
anarchy where border disputes are often based on ancient Elizabethan maps, where flora and fauna are still
being discovered, where thousands of rivers remain mostly impassable. And under the lens of John
Gimlette—brilliantly offbeat, irreverent, and canny—these three small countries are among the most wildly
intriguing places on earth.

On an expedition that will last three months, he takes us deep into a remarkable world of swamp and jungle,
from the hideouts of runaway slaves to the vegetation-strangled remnants of penal colonies and forts, from
“Little Paris” to a settlement built around a satellite launch pad. He recounts the complicated, often
surprisingly bloody, history of the region—including the infamous 1978 cult suicide at Jonestown—and
introduces us to its inhabitants: from the world’s largest ants to fluorescent purple frogs to head-crushing
jaguars; from indigenous tribes who still live by sorcery to descendants of African slaves, Dutch conquerors,
Hmong refugees, Irish adventurers, and Scottish outlaws; from high-tech pirates to hapless pioneers for
whom this stunning, strangely beautiful world (“a sort of X-rated Garden of Eden”) has become home by
choice or by force.

In Wild Coast, John Gimlette guides us through a fabulously entertaining, eye-opening—and sometimes jaw-
dropping—journey.
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From reader reviews:

Kirk Fonseca:

Do you have favorite book? For those who have, what is your favorite's book? E-book is very important
thing for us to know everything in the world. Each book has different aim or maybe goal; it means that guide
has different type. Some people sense enjoy to spend their a chance to read a book. They can be reading
whatever they acquire because their hobby is reading a book. How about the person who don't like studying
a book? Sometime, individual feel need book if they found difficult problem or even exercise. Well,
probably you will want this Wild Coast.

Terry Kline:

The book Wild Coast can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. Exactly why
must we leave a good thing like a book Wild Coast? A number of you have a different opinion about e-book.
But one aim in which book can give many information for us. It is absolutely proper. Right now, try to closer
with your book. Knowledge or info that you take for that, you can give for each other; you may share all of
these. Book Wild Coast has simple shape however, you know: it has great and big function for you. You can
appearance the enormous world by open up and read a book. So it is very wonderful.

Jack Nguyen:

As people who live in the actual modest era should be up-date about what going on or details even
knowledge to make these keep up with the era which can be always change and move forward. Some of you
maybe will probably update themselves by looking at books. It is a good choice for yourself but the problems
coming to a person is you don't know what kind you should start with. This Wild Coast is our
recommendation so you keep up with the world. Why, because this book serves what you want and wish in
this era.

Rena Campbell:

People live in this new moment of lifestyle always aim to and must have the extra time or they will get wide
range of stress from both daily life and work. So , when we ask do people have free time, we will say
absolutely without a doubt. People is human not just a robot. Then we question again, what kind of activity
do you possess when the spare time coming to anyone of course your answer will probably unlimited right.
Then do you ever try this one, reading publications. It can be your alternative inside spending your spare
time, the book you have read is actually Wild Coast.
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